
DIRECTORʼS SIGNALS

GENERAL
Mirror the director's side of body or direction of movement
Rhythmic moving of body or hands -- Keeping beat 
Conducting patterns: 
	
 4/4 (cross: 1 down - 2 left - 3 right - 4 up)
! 3/4 (triangle: 1 down - 2 right - 3 top)
! 6/8 (like 2:  123 down - 456 loop right)
Open hands and fingers, looking at or facing the choir -- Directing the choir
Closed fist, looking at or facing the band -- Directing the band
Dropping hand or pointing hand -- Cueing start or change of word or phrase 
Vertical hand movement -- Change in pitch
Two hands moving wider or closer horizontally -- Change in volume 
Directing with hands upward or wide-stretched -- Increase volume
Directing with hands downward or close-together -- Decrease volume 
Mouthing or speaking words -- Mimic these words (sing these words)
Breathing motions -- Take a breath

HAND SIGNALS
Closing fingers or closing index finger to thumb -- Cut off (stop singing now)
Closed fist turning back and forth -- Change to different section 
Horizontal rolling one or two hands -- Repeat last phrase or section
Touch top of head -- Go to the top of the song
Showing a number of fingers -- Showing the number of times to repeat
Finger count down -- Counting down repeats of a section
Closed fist in front of mouth -- Donʼt sing
Holding open hand out with wiggling fingers -- Hold out phrase (keep singing)
Holding open hand out toggling back and forth -- Add vibrato
Pointing at eye -- Pay attention (Something different is coming up!)
Holding up index finger or a closed fist -- The end (the last one)
Thumb pointing up -- Modulate up

MOVEMENTS
Point to side, then moving body -- Rock or move to that side (initiating back and forth moves)
Holds two hands vertical and parallel, stops moving body -- Stop moving back and forth
Clapping motion -- Start clapping
Clasped hands -- Stop clapping
Crossed hands -- Band stop
Lifting two outstretched hands (palms up)  -- Choir stand up in unison
Moving two outstretched hands downward (palms down) -- Choir sit in unison

OOOPS!
Mouthing the word “Sorry” -- The director messed up
“Stank eye”  -- Choir members messed up




